
J. Morris Hicks

Donkeys & Spaceships
A quick look at crucial “systems” that 

shape our lives and our future

Brought to you by Dr. John McDougall



As for systems engineering, I learned two rules. First: Make sure you 
understand the complete “system” before you start making changes.

Second: Sometimes you must start from scratch and 
replace the entire “system.”

As for systems, my first exposure 
was at Auburn University, where I 
earned a degree in Industrial 
Engineering. I went on to get an MBA 
at the University of Hawaii,  while 
serving as a junior officer at the U.S. 
Coast Guard base in the middle of 
Honolulu Harbor.

John McDougall and I were like two ships passing 
in the night. In September of 1971, I left the 
island of Oahu to start my business career with 
Alcoa in Pittsburgh —just a few months before 
John and Mary McDougall moved to Honolulu.



Trying to transform a donkey into 
a spaceship is one of those times!

Both are transportation “systems” — but trying to 
tweak the donkey into a ”system” that can fly you to 
the moon is not going to work.



Let’s take a look at a few of our 
“systems” of living – which 
must eventually operate in 
harmony with the biosphere 
that gives us life.   

• We have “Systems” for 

feeding ourselves

• We have  “Systems” for 

transporting ourselves

• We have “Systems” for 
keeping score (The 
economy)

My conclusion is that we must 
totally re-engineer and optimize 
ALL of the “systems” of human 
activity on this planet.



How GREEN is GREEN enough?  

Transportation. Housing. Food. Jobs. Clothing. 
Entertainment. Economy. More. 

No one knows for sure how green we 
must live to survive. So I suggest  that we 
challenge ourselves to err on the side of 
living even greener than Mother Nature 
demands. 

That’s because we are likely to get only one chance to get this right. To be 
clear, we are talking about the urgent need to totally re-invent every 
aspect of the way we live—as we create an overall ”system” of living for 
humans where ONLY ”green” lifestyle choices exist. 

So, how critical is our situation? I estimate that we must learn 
to live 5 to 10 times more sustainably than we are now. We’re not 
going to hit that goal by simply ”tweaking” what we have. 



What do some leading scientists 
have to say about the melting ice 
and other phenomena that threaten 
our future as a species?

Pictured here are 9 
of the 11 “big 
picture” scientists 
who are featured in 
Chapter Four of our 
new book, Outcry. 

ALL have grave 
concerns about our 
chances for survival 
as a species.



The first ecologist ever hired by the World 
Bank, where he worked for over 20 yrs. He 
was the lead author of a 2009 paper  that 
was published on World Watch, “Livestock 
and Climate Change. What if the key 
actors in climate change are cows, pigs 
and chickens?” What did they conclude?

Let’s hear from six of them—
beginning with the two who
actually stress the crucial 
importance of our food choices.

“Our analysis shows that livestock and their by-
products actually account for at least 51 percent 

of annual worldwide GHG emissions.” 

Robert Goodland, World Bank



Given that amazing 51% 
number, I pause to share this 
nature-friendly image from an 
opinion piece about the new 
administration’s “superior” 
approach to fighting climate 
change (NY Times 12-28-20)

Not a single 
word about 

FOOD



Colin is the nutritional scientist at Cornell 
who authored The China Study, along with 
his son, Tom , in 2005—a bombshell of a 
book that influenced former president Bill 
Clinton (and millions of others around the 
world) to adopt a plant-based diet. 

Next up is my friend and colleague, T. Colin 
Campbell, the person who introduced me to 
Robert Goodland in 2013. At Robert’s 
memorial service, I met, and began 
collaborating with Jeff Anhang, the co-
author of that World Watch climate paper. 

“What we eat individually and collectively, has repercussions far 
beyond our waistlines and blood pressure readings…No less 

than our future as a species hangs in the balance.” 

In his second major book, WHOLE, published in 2014 he drew this 
conclusion about the supreme importance of eating the right food:



Described by Ted Turner as the ”father of 
the modern environmental movement,” 
he told Ted in 1993, four years before his 
death at 87, the following:

“We’ve passed the threshold. The 
beginning of the end has started. Man 
may, or may not be, part of the plan 
nature has for the Earth in the future. 
Life will be reborn, but first, the world 
as we know it now will die.”

Now let’s hear from 4 
others, beginning with 
the most famous…



Frank Fenner, MD
Scientist, Physician & Environmentalist

Esteemed Australian 
physician and scientist 
and the overall leader of 
the global team that 
eradicated the smallpox 
virus—concluded at the 
age of 95 in 2010, 
shortly before his death: 

“Homo sapiens will become extinct, 
perhaps within 100 years. A lot of other 
animals will, too. It’s an irreversible 
situation. I think it’s too late." 

Dr. Frank Fenner, an expert on 
species extinction…



Stephen Emmott, PhD

Directed computational science at  
Microsoft in UK , visiting professor 
at Univ. of Oxford 

Possibly, the most informed “big 
picture” scientist on the planet

Last few sentences of his 2013 book. “As a scientist, what do I think 
about our current situation? Science is essentially organized 
skepticism. I spend my life trying to prove my work wrong or look 
for alternative explanations for my results. I hope I’m wrong.” 

“But the science points to my not being wrong. We urgently need to 
do—and I mean actually do—something radical to avert a global 
catastrophe. But I don’t think we will. I think we’re f _ _ _ _! “



James Lovelock, PhD
Scientist, Engineer, Inventor

Alive & well at 101

“When you see the whole picture, it is really fearsomely 
bad...I fear that not many of us will survive, at best about 
a billion—possibly a lot less than that.”

”If the Earth improves as a result of our presence, then 
we will flourish. If it doesn't, then we will die off.” 

Viewing the Earth as one giant self-
regulating “system” this living legend 
grasps the relevant, global big picture 
more completely than perhaps any 
other scientist in history. He expressed 
this dire conclusion in a 2010 BBC film.



Is the Earth ”improving” because of our presence?



“Just the melting of the 
floating ice in the Arctic 
Ocean will add as much heat 
to the Earth as all of the CO2 
we have put in the 
atmosphere to date—and 
that is why I’m afraid that 
there’s very little we can do 
with respect to all of our efforts 
to reduce emissions.” 

Dr. Lovelock also weighs in 
on a very troubling 
situation that is unfolding in 
the Arctic Ocean with the 
loss of “cooling” albedo…

…white ice reflecting heat from the sun 
back into space. Blue ocean absorbs that 
heat. How much heat, you might ask? 
Lovelock answers in that same BBC film…

CO2 PPM from Scripps Keeling website



Tragically, most humans think that melting ice 
in the Arctic is good thing. Three reasons:

Faster 
Shipping

Lanes

Tourism

OIL

That rapidly melting sea ice leads to temperatures 
that are rising much faster in the Arctic than in the 
rest of the world. As a result, that ice has already 
lost 75% of its mass, and may  be completely 
gone in less than ten years.



While our survival prospects appear 
grim, I am more optimistic than 
these ”big picture” scientists seem to 
be. Primarily because of…

1. Food choices 
2. Systemic Change
3. Artificial Intelligence 
4. Leadership
Bottom Line. I am more confident than they are—that we can learn to 
live in harmony with nature—by urgently leveraging these four 
disciplines  to completely replace our global  “systems” of living—with 
systems that can actually “improve” the biosphere.

Four potential game changers where 
some of them may be lacking in 
knowledge, experience or expertise.



As such, there are serious consequences 
when we fail to take advantage of the 
“low hanging fruit” like simply changing 
what we eat…

For if we cannot take the “animal out 
of the equation” when it comes to 
feeding ourselves, we will never learn 
to live in harmony with nature —
thereby placing the future of our 
civilization (and our species) in serious 
jeopardy. 

—J. Morris Hicks 

On a per calorie basis, animal-
based foods require over ten 
times as much land, water and 
energy as do plant-based foods.

TEN TIMES!!

What “system” of feeding ourselves 
will we employ in the future…



The Protein Myth.  Because of the mistaken, yet 
almost ubiquitous, belief that we humans actually 
“need” to eat animal protein to be healthy—a host of 
incredibly powerful, plant-based solutions to the 
world's most serious health, hunger and sustainability 
crises never even make it to the table for consideration.  

Conveniently, a whole-food, plant-based diet actually 
reverses most chronic diseases quickly—thereby replacing a 
large portion of another one of our outrageous “systems.” 

A little background. My journey began in 2002 when I 
first became curious about the optimal diet for humans. 
Later, after 15 years of studying about food and  
sustainability issues in general—and writing two books 
on the subjects, I finally arrived at my bottom line 
conclusion about the “protein myth” defined above.



As is frequently reported, polar ice and glaciers are 
melting and coral reefs and rainforests are 
disappearing. And don’t forget the fires…

The next three slides summarize 
some of the urgent alarms from 
nature that are covered in Part 
One of our book, Outcry.



In Sept of 2020, six of the largest twenty fires in 
California history were all burning at the same time.

The bigger the circle, the bigger 
the fire…on this 100-year graph



Birds. Insects. Coral.
All crucial to our survival.
All are in terminal decline!

Insects? From a 2019 study in Australia... half of all insects in the world will be 
gone in 50 years and ALL  will be gone within 100 years. Without their 
pollination of  crops, countless species cannot survive: birds, bats, fish, reptiles, 
and mammals of every size and description…including Homo sapiens.

Sept of 2019. scientists reported 

bird population in North America 

had dropped by roughly three 

BILLION birds since 1969



Back to those “systems” 
Given the alarming concerns of the 
”big picture” scientists AND the 
many alarms from Mother Nature, 
we best err on the side of living 
even “greener” than she demands: 

Let’s take a look at two
categories of our systems that
need a lot of work:  

• Systems of 
transportation

• Systems for keeping 
score ( Economy)



So how do we go about 
changing those systems?

“You never change things by 
fighting the existing reality. 

To change something, build 
a new model that makes the 
existing model obsolete.”

—Buckminster Fuller



As we begin to re-design critical 
systems, we must get serious about 
those conclusions of the 101-year 
old scientist, James Lovelock…  

”If the Earth improves as a result of our presence, then 
we will flourish,  If it doesn't, then we will die off.” 

Bottom Line: We MUST have a VISION and a PLAN!



“Good business leaders create a vision, 
articulate the vision, passionately 
“own” the vision and relentlessly drive 
it to completion.”



I am convinced that “willy-nilly” 
infrastructure replacement around 
the world will not save us.

Let’s talk about that VISION …

We must have a realistic VISION and a PLAN for 
a whole new way of sustainable living in order 
for us to survive and thrive on this planet.



Transportation “Systems"
Here’s what we have now:

We can make them obsolete using today’s technology



In Outcry, we envision a “system” of 
living where only “green” options exist.

A 3,000 mile, 
futuristic living 
corridor near the 
Canadian border, 25 
miles wide with a 
fabulous hyperloop 
system in the center.  
Housing up to  300 
million —in a total 
area about the size of 
the state of Oregon.

World’s largest 
farmers markets, 
full employment, no 
homelessness and 
the same, superior 
healthcare for all. 

What about the “score-keeping” system? The Economy?



We definitely need a new “system” of 
living on this planet. And, whatever 
we design & build—we’re going to 
need a brand new method of score-
keeping.  We call it Earthonomics…

A totally nature-focused 
economy of the future

A way of keeping score on planet Earth that 
rewards ALL actions (of nations and individuals) 
to improve the biosphere and punishes those 
that inflict damage. 



Earthonomics 
replaces Capitalism

Just think about the long-term absurdity of capitalism. An 
international score-keeping “system” that guarantees the never-
ending depletion of the Earth’s finite resources until they are all 
gone. Obviously, we need a better way to keep score.

As for that new global economic system —If we get the “score-
keeping system” right – one that is dedicated to improving nature 
—then many other issues will resolve themselves: things like 
overpopulation, over-consumption, the use of fossil fuels, etc.



When all else fails, 
Can A.I. Save Us?

In a world with 195 countries and 
thousands of religions, it seems 
highly unlikely—to this practical 
engineer— that we will ever get 
these mammoth tasks done 
without a great deal of help from 
our ultra-fast thinking robotic 
friends. 

They will make decisions based 
on hard data—not politics, greed 
or religious beliefs.



Dr. Lovelock agrees, concluding 
in Novacene, a book that he 
published in 2019:

“We need not be afraid…We 
shall not descend into the kind 
of war between humans and 
machines that is so often 
described in science fiction—
because we need each other."



Musk and Putin weigh 
in on the future of AI…

“I am very close to the cutting edge in AI and 

it scares the hell out of me. It’s capable of 

vastly more than almost anyone knows and 

the rate of improvement is exponential.”

“Whoever becomes the leader in this sphere …

…will become the ruler of the world.”



How URGENT is our current 
situation? How quickly must 
we take action?

…We should be guided by 
this message of URGENCY
from the straight talking 
governor of  Washington. 

“We are the first generation to feel the 
sting of climate change, and we are the 
last generation that can do something 
about it. —Jay Inslee



For all the children of the world,
we, indeed, MUST… 

“DO something about it!” 

For their sake, we must JOLT ourselves into thinking differently, 
a process that we describe in the final chapter of Outcry



Mother Nature establishes the 
theme of our book in the Foreword,
A brief excerpt:

“As a result of your failed stewardship 
of this planet, things are likely to 
become very painful for you in the 
future…but frankly, I have run out of 
patience with you and your selfish 
ways. Quite simply, you’ve become 
very problematic tenants who are now 
in serious danger of being evicted.”

Yes, she used the word “tenants.” She is our landlord and we don’t really “own" 
anything. We are just one of billions of species of tenants on this planet, but the 
only one that is not living in harmony with nature. (book available on Amazon)



How GREEN are we living now
in the developed world?

My estimate: Between 10 and 20% as 
efficiently as needed. 

Consider the disaster for all the children 
if we  err on the side of “taking out” too
few of our unsustainable habits. 

So, as we plan our new “systems” of 
living, we must keep this guideline in 
mind when it comes to our questionable 
lifestyle habits:

—When in doubt, take it out!

Other countries?

They can build on our 
model:  modify, improve 
and  replicate.

The  global ”CONVERSATION” must begin NOW!



As for that magical place 
described earlier— where ONLY 
“green” lifestyle choices exist…

Is it THE solution? 
Can it help start THE
conversation?



James Cameron describes the 
current global dilemma on the cover 
of our book—then asks a simple 
question…

The world is completely delusional 

and going to hell in a handbasket...

…How do we make the crash landing 

soft enough for some kind of 

continuation of human civilization?



So, how do we jump-start that all-
important conversation? Simply by 
urging others to begin talking about it. 
Then, when the conversation gets loud 
enough… 

…Maybe the ten best-
known billionaires in 
the USA will pick up 
on it and take it to the 
next level.

If somehow, they all got 
together and started talking 
about a completely new 
”system” of living—within a 
few days, the entire world 
would begin to think 
differently about our future.



In Closing, How do we Save 
our Biosphere…?       

We listen to the troubling conclusions of those scientists as we 
envision and plan our future way of life—one that  may or may not 
look anything like that 3,000 mile corridor.  That was just a “visual” 
to help spark a global CONVERSATION about the radical lifestyle 
changes that are appealing & necessary.                                                                               Sound crazy?



Are we crazy enough?

People who are crazy enough to think 
that they can change the world—are 

the ones who do. 
— Steve Jobs



If not, let’s get CRAZY now!

• Join with friends to help spark the much-needed 
“conversation” calling for massive, systemic change.

• The more people who are talking about this crucial 
topic— the greater the chances that influential leaders 
will take notice.

Contact me directly at: jmorrishicks@me.com



Primary Websites
www.hpjmh.com

4leafprogram.com

How healthy are you eating? 
Find out by taking our free 2-minute survey at 

4leafsurvey.com

For lowering the cost of healthcare
in large organizations everywhere:

Visit: archby4leaf.com

GREEN MOUNTAIN STATE of  VERMONT 

I wish you a very GREEN and
HAPPY NEW YEAR!

jmorrishicks@me.com
PO Box 542, Wilmington, VT 05363

For environmental reasons, 
Outcry is only available as an e-

book . ($7 from Amazon)


